This project aimed to significantly enhance the security of future multi-core platforms against software exploits by exploiting abundant parallel computing resources. In this context, the project developed hardware-assisted run-time monitoring techniques to detect attacks exploiting memory safety errors or emerging parallel program errors. The project also found that security and reliability techniques could be combined, in particular in the context of off-chip memory protection, to provide both properties with the cost of one. In addition to developing efficient and effective run-time protection techniques against software exploits, this project also resulted in multiple contributions in the general area of building more secure hardware foundations, including a secure hardware design process, hybrid memory with an application to fast recovery, hardware device signatures, and true random number generation.
The goal of this project was to significantly enhance the software security of future computing platforms by exploiting abundant parallel computing resources in many-core platforms. The initial investigation focused on protecting software through efficient diversification and replication. Recent studies indicate that introduction of automatically generated diversity and redundancy can provide transparent and comprehensive protection against a large class of software exploits. For example, an attack that exploits memory safety bugs can be detected by running two replicas of a program with different memory layouts. However, execution of diverse replicas on today's computing platforms incurs significant overheads in memory space, power consumption and bandwidth consumption, which prevent the diverse replication from being widely deployed. This project developed a heterogeneous multi-core architecture that can enable simultaneous execution of multiple replicas with minimal overheads by exploiting unnecessary redundancies, and demonstrated a system that can detect both temporal and spatial memory errors with less than 20% overheads compared to over 2x overheads today.

The project expanded this general approach of hardware-assisted run-time detection to concurrency attacks on parallel programs. A recent study showed that concurrency bugs, which allow unintended interleaving among threads, could be maliciously exploited to compromise a system that runs multi-threaded applications. In this project, the PI's team developed a new concurrency bug detection scheme that can detect a broad range of bugs, including both data races and non-race bugs. In particular, the study found that common non-race bugs in practice can be captured by checking critical sections that are not controlled through explicit communications. Experiments show that the proposed detection technique provides a significantly better coverage without introducing more false positives, compared to traditional race detectors. The team also developed hardware support for the new detection scheme and demonstrated that the check can be performed with only a few percent overheads.

This investigation also revealed that there exists a significant synergy between run-time techniques for security and reliability, which can be leveraged to reduce overheads when both are required. As an example, today, a system needs two independent mechanisms in order to protect the memory integrity from both physical attacks and random errors. Integrity verification schemes detect malicious tampering of memory while error correcting codes (ECC) detect and correct random errors. This project developed a unified off-chip memory integrity protection scheme that provides both detection of malicious attacks for security and correction of random errors for reliability at the same time by extending the integrity verification techniques. When both security and reliability are required, this technique effectively removes the memory and bandwidth overheads (12.5%) of typical ECC schemes.

In addition to developing efficient and effective run-time protection techniques against software exploits, this project also resulted in multiple contributions in the general area of building more secure hardware foundations. For example, the team worked with researchers at Intel to develop a new security assessment process for early hardware designs, introduced a new SRAM-eDRAM
hybrid memory structures that can quickly checkpoint data, and found that Flash memory can be leveraged as hardware-based security primitives.

**Major Accomplishments:**

- *Efficient Software Replication for Memory Safety:* This project developed a heterogeneous multi-core architecture, named Orthrus, which can protect a system against both temporal and spatial memory exploits with efficient execution of two replicas with different memory layouts. This work is detailed in the ASPLOS 2010 publication.

- *Run-Time Detection for Parallel Program Vulnerabilities:* This project developed a new parallel program bug detection technique along with efficient hardware support to enable the scheme in production systems. This work is being prepared for publication. The manuscript with technical details is attached at the end of this report.

- *Synergy between Security and Reliability:* This project demonstrated that security and reliability techniques can be combined together to reduce the overheads without sacrificing capabilities to deal with errors and attacks. This work is published in ISCA 2010.

- *Security Assessment Scheme for Architecture Features:* One critical aspect of a secure hardware design is the ability to measure a design’s security. The PI’s team worked with Intel researchers to study a systematic way of measuring and categorizing a hardware feature’s security concern at an early design stage. This work is detailed in the publication in TRUST 2011.

- *SRAM-eDRAM Hybrid Memory:* This project partially supported a development of hybrid memory structure that combines SRAM and eDRAM within each memory cell. This technology can enable instant checkpointing and roll-back of microprocessor state with a potential application to rapid recovery from attacks. The memory design has initially been applied to improve the energy consumption and area of GPGPUs (ISCA 2011 paper).

- *Signature and True Random Number Generation from Flash Memory:* The PI’s team found that unmodified commercial Flash memory can provide two important hardware security functions: true random number generation and digital fingerprinting. These primitives provide strong hardware foundations for secure systems. The details can be found in the publication in IEEE Security & Privacy 2012.
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Run-Time Concurrency Bug Detection Through Uncontrolled Memory Accesses

1 Introduction

As computing hardware moves to multi-core and many-core systems, future software needs to be parallelized in order to benefit from the increasing computing resources. However, writing a correct parallel program is notoriously difficult, partly because of non-determinism in concurrent program executions. Because thread executions can be interleaved in many ways, a parallel program may produce a non-deterministic outcome even for identical program inputs if threads are not properly synchronized. Such a non-deterministic behavior, if not intentional, is often referred to as a concurrency bug.

In this paper, we propose to extend the intuition behind the traditional data races to develop a general scheme that can detect a broad range of concurrency bugs, both data races and non-race bugs, without relying on application-specific knowledge. A data race refers to conflicting (same location, at least one write) memory accesses from multiple threads that are not synchronized at all. In essence, this lack of control by a programmer is commonly considered as a sign of a bug. However, simply having a synchronization operation does not necessarily mean it is correct, and recent studies show that many concurrency bugs do not fall into data races [10]. To detect non-race bugs, we extend the general notion of uncontrolled memory accesses to conflicting accesses that are protected by critical sections, and consider them as a potential bug if the critical sections do not have an explicit communication between them.

This notion of uncontrolled memory accesses, which includes accesses from uncontrolled critical sections, provides a new condition for potential concurrency bugs. In practice, we found that this new condition is more general than data races and can detect a broad range of concurrency bugs without additional false positives. In our experiments, our detection scheme based on uncontrolled memory accesses detected all 18 real-world concurrency bugs that we tested, including atomicity violation, ordering violation, and multi-variable bugs, whereas the traditional data races could only detect 12 out of 18. Moreover, experiments on Apache, MySQL, SPLASH2, and PARSEC suggest that this new scheme does not introduce more false positives compared to traditional data race detection. The results indicate that mutual exclusion alone without additional communications, in most cases, is not sufficient for programmers to truly coordinate conflicting memory accesses.

To realize detection based on uncontrolled accesses in practice, the paper presents an efficient algorithm that can detect both data races and uncontrolled critical sections at run-time. The algorithm is based on vector clocks [6, 27], which are often used for data race detection, with extensions that consider more interleaving patterns to detect uncontrolled critical sections. While requiring larger vector clocks for mutex and additional bookkeeping for critical sections, we found that the additional meta-data is not a major concern because they are maintained only for a relatively small number of objects. The new algorithm also has a computational complexity comparable to traditional vector clock algorithms.

While effective in accurately detecting uncontrolled accesses, due to their overheads, today’s vector clock schemes are often limited to testing tools instead of continuous detection on deployed systems. Unfortunately, because the size of vector clocks scale with the number of threads, efficient and scalable hardware support is quite challenging. For example, a direct hardware implementation
suffers from overheads of vector clocks for each cache block and a limited number of threads that it can support. On the other hand, scalar clocks have been shown to noticeably reduce the bugs detection coverage [22].

This paper proposes architectural optimizations that address challenges in supporting vector clocks, and shows that hardware support can realize bug detection techniques based on vector clocks with negligible performance overheads without noticeably sacrificing the detection capability and scalability. The main optimization comes from the observation that only a small fraction of memory locations are accessed by multiple threads within a relatively short period where most concurrency bugs happen. As a result, we found that only storing meta-data for those shared locations can greatly reduce the overheads. Additionally, we also found that scalar timestamps can replace vector clocks in common bookkeeping with almost no loss in detection capability as long as vector clocks are maintained for critical ordering constraints. This idea is similar to a recent software optimization (FastTrack) [7] and improves scalability by allowing hardware structures to only keep scalar timestamps. Experimental results show that scalar timestamps and limited bookkeeping in hardware do not significantly impact the bug detection capability. Overall, the hardware support only requires minor architecture changes along with a small amount of state - a 6-14KB buffer per core and a 1-bit tag per data cache block.

The following summarizes the main contributions of this paper:

- A notion of uncontrolled critical sections: We introduce a new concurrency bug condition that can serve as a general indication of non-race concurrency bugs. The condition can be added to the traditional concept of data races to detect both data races and non-race bugs.

- Run-time detection algorithms: We show how vector clocks can be extended to efficiently check both data races and uncontrolled critical sections at run-time.

- Efficient architecture support: We show that decoupling of detecting memory locations with conflicting accesses and the rest of meta-data bookkeeping can significantly simplify hardware support with minimal impacts on coverage.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the idea of detecting concurrency bugs based on uncontrolled accesses, which include non-race bugs. Then, Section 3 and Section 4 describe how this idea can be realized as run-time detection algorithms and architectural mechanisms, respectively. Section 5 evaluates both software and hardware implementations in terms of their effectiveness and overheads. Section 6 discusses related work, and Section 7 concludes the paper.

## 2 Bug Detection through Uncontrolled Critical Sections

The proposed bug detection scheme uses the notion of uncontrolled critical sections and data races to identify potential concurrency bugs. This section discusses assumptions and intuitions behind this approach, and through examples shows how the approach can detect bugs beyond traditional data races.

### 2.1 Assumptions

Our proposed approach shares a couple of assumptions that are common across many data race detection schemes, namely shared memory programming model and identification of synchronization...
operations.

This work considers the shared memory programming model. Except for creating a thread and waiting for a termination, threads communicate through accesses to shared memory locations. Therefore, ordering of shared memory accesses characterizes communications among threads. In other words, a concurrency bug manifests as an unintended divergence in shared memory access orders in multiple program runs.

To distinguish concurrency bugs from legitimate synchronization operations, which often use races, we assume that synchronization operations can be explicitly identified. Programmers often rely on a library such as Pthreads to implement synchronization operations. In such cases, synchronization operations can be easily identified from the library calls. Our prototype implementation detects synchronization in this way. If a programmer uses custom synchronization primitives, our approach assumes that such primitives can be either marked explicitly by the programmer or automatically identified. For example, previous studies show that primitives such as spinlocks can be automatically detected [28, 26].

In addition to identifying synchronizations, our approach also distinguishes two different types of synchronization primitives. Primitives such as barriers and spinlocks explicitly enforce a predetermined ordering among threads. Therefore, the outcome of these synchronization operations are deterministic. In the discussion, we will refer to these primitives as ordering synchronization operations. On the other hand, primitives such as mutex and semaphores restrict the number of threads that can simultaneously execute a piece of code, often called a critical section, without enforcing a particular execution order. Thus, such critical sections can execute in a non-deterministic order in each run. We will refer to such primitives as mutex synchronization.

2.2 Concurrency Bug Detection

Parallel programs typically allow multiple threads to execute concurrently with many possible interleaving patterns. Normally, however, all interleaving patterns that are allowed by synchronization operations should produce identical program outcomes. If not, a program can produce different results for identical inputs. Informally, we consider concurrency bugs as mistakes in synchronization that allow an unintended thread interleaving pattern, which results in inconsistent program outcomes from run to run.

We note that programmers, in rare cases, may intentionally write code that produces non-deterministic results. For example, certain program outcomes such as statistics counters may not need to be precise and a programmer may choose to optimize performance by removing synchronization operations. Fortunately, our experiments on a set of benchmarks and real-world programs show that such non-deterministic outputs are rather infrequent. We assume that a programmer with knowledge of high-level semantics will review and explicitly distinguish intentional non-determinism from real bugs.

In theory, any concurrency bug can be detected if program outputs can be compared for all possible thread interleaving patterns for all possible inputs, checking for a divergence in outputs for identical inputs. Unfortunately, such exhaustive testing is infeasible in practice. Instead, our approach checks for common bug patterns where a programmer does not properly control shared memory accesses, which will lead to non-deterministic memory accesses and also possibly non-deterministic program outputs. This approach avoids multiple program executions, but requires a careful balance between false positives and negatives because non-determinism in memory accesses does not always result in a non-deterministic program output. In the following subsections,
we first discuss a traditional bug condition, namely data races, and extend the intuition to a new condition, named uncontrolled critical sections.

2.3 Data Races

A large class of concurrency bugs rise from missing synchronization operations. In such cases, the bugs manifest as data races where two conflicting memory accesses execute without synchronization. Here, we define conflicting accesses as ones from different threads to the same memory location, which include at least one write. The data races imply that conflicting memory accesses can be ordered in an arbitrary fashion, and often indicate non-determinism in a program output.

As an example, Figure 1(a) shows an atomicity violation bug in MySQL that falls into a data race. In this example, none of the accesses to the shared pointer thd->proc_info is protected by synchronization. As a result, these accesses can be freely reordered, and potentially resulting in a fault if the pointer is set to be NULL by 1.1 before 1.2. To fix the bug, both 1.1 and 1.2 need to be protected by a single critical section to ensure an atomic execution.

Figure 1(b) shows a simple producer-consumer example where non-deterministic memory accesses do not impact the output. In the example, one thread (Thread 1) produces data and places them into a FIFO buffer so that other threads (Thread 2 and 3) can read them. The enqueue and dequeue processes are performed atomically within critical sections. Note that an order in which consumers read the FIFO does not change program outputs if both consumers perform identical operations. Even though critical sections can be executed in an arbitrary order, they are not considered as data races because of locks.

2.4 Uncontrolled Critical Sections: Non-Race Bugs

Data race detection is effective for a broad range of concurrency bugs where conflicting memory accesses are not controlled at all. However, data races cannot capture incorrect use of critical sections. For example, Figure 2(a) shows an atomicity violation example from Mozilla [11]. In this case, each memory access to the shared variable gCurrentScript is protected by a lock. As a result, there is no data race. However, the program may still crash when the thread interleaving follows 1.3 - 2.2 - 1.9 because gCurrentScript will be NULL for 1.9. As another example, Figure 2(b) shows an ordering violation example from Mozilla. Again, there is no data race. However, the program will hang if the thread interleaving follows 2.3 - 1.4 because mWaiting would be false at 2.3 and Thread 1 waits at 1.5 for a notification that will never be sent.

In order to detect non-race bugs, we introduce a notion of uncontrolled critical sections (UCS), namely two critical sections that contain conflicting accesses, yet with no explicit communication between them. In the shared memory model, an explicit communication implies a read-after-write
Figure 2: Atomicity violation and ordering violation bugs in Mozilla that cannot be detected from data races.

(RAW) dependency between two critical sections; the later critical section reads from a memory location that is written by the earlier critical section. This condition is based on the intuition that programmers still need to coordinate critical sections in order to produce deterministic outputs even when they allow an execution order to be determined dynamically. For example, in the producer-consumer example (Figure 1(b)), a consumer needs to update the head pointer for a FIFO so that other consumers do not process the same entry many times. Because there exist RAW dependencies, the critical sections in the produce-consumer example are NOT considered uncontrolled. Therefore, uncontrolled critical sections do not incur a false positive in this case. In fact, this notion of uncontrolled critical sections did not show any false positive even for experiments on a broader range of benchmarks and real-world applications.

On the other hand, the uncontrolled critical sections can capture non-race concurrency bugs where critical sections are not properly coordinated. As an example, consider the example in Figure 2(a) when the program execution follows the sequence 1.3 - 2.2 - 1.9. Even though all three accesses are protected by critical sections, the critical sections that include 1.3 and 2.2 only have a Write-After-Write (WAW) dependency and thus will be considered uncontrolled. Similarly, consider the example in Figure 2(b) when the thread interleaving follows 2.3 - 1.4. In this case, the critical sections in the two threads only have a WAR dependency. Therefore, both non-race bugs can be detected with uncontrolled critical sections. We note that the ordering violation in Figure 2(b) is not detected under the correct interleaving of 1.4 - 2.3 because there exists a RAW dependency.

3 Run-Time Detection Algorithms

Here, we discuss how run-time checks for data races and uncontrolled critical sections can be realized as software algorithms. We first describe an optimized algorithm for data races, named Race-Opt, as a baseline and extend the algorithm to include uncontrolled critical sections, named Race+UCS.
detect_shared(TID, Addr, Type, TimeStamp)

1. Update the history for the memory location
   (a) If (Type == Read),
       read_table(Addr) = (TID, TimeStamp).
   (b) Otherwise, write_table(Addr) = (TID, TimeStamp).

2. Check the most recent write
   (a) Read (PrevTID, PrevTimeStamp) from write_table(Addr).
   (b) If PrevTID != TID, call check_reorder(TID, PrevTID, PrevTimeStamp).

3. Check the most recent read
   (a) If (Type == Read), skip Step 3.
   (b) Read (PrevTID, PrevTimeStamp) from read_table(Addr).
   (c) If PrevTID != TID, call check_reorder(TID, PrevTID, PrevTimeStamp).

Figure 3: An algorithm to detect conflicting memory accesses from different threads and initiate checks.

3.1 Overview

At a high-level, our run-time detection algorithms extend the general approach of the data race detection schemes that use scalar timestamps and vector clocks [27, 7]. More specifically, the algorithm first detects conflicting memory accesses, i.e. read-after-write, write-after-read, and write-after-write from two threads to the same memory location. Then, the algorithm determines if the conflicting access pair indicates either data races or uncontrolled critical sections by checking whether the accesses can be re-ordered while maintaining certain happens-before relationships [8]. For example, data races can be checked by maintaining the happens-before relationships among all synchronization operations so that re-ordering is only possible when there is no synchronization between the accesses, either direct or indirect. To detect both races and uncontrolled critical sections, the happens-before constraints are relaxed to only preserve the ordering between critical sections when they have a RAW dependency. The vector clocks are used to encode the happens-before relationships.

To be general, we describe our algorithms using release and acquire instead of individual synchronization operations. While there exist many types of synchronization primitives, they can fundamentally be considered as acquiring and releasing tokens. For example, mutual exclusion requires for each thread to acquire a token (lock) before entering a critical section and releases a token after the critical section. Similarly, the barrier synchronization can be realized by having each thread release its token after reaching a barrier and wait for acquiring tokens from all other threads before proceeding. For Race+UCS, however, the algorithm distinguishes two types of synchronization primitives: mutex primitives that support critical sections, and ordering primitives such as barriers (See Section 2.1). The algorithms also refer to synchronization tokens as synchronization objects.

3.2 Detection of Conflicting Accesses

The first step in our detection algorithms is to identify a pair of conflicting memory accesses: two accesses from different threads to one location with at least one being a write. The conflicting accesses represent a pair, which can lead to a change in the value read from memory if re-ordered. As an option, our algorithms can also check memory values before and after the conflicting write to see if a re-ordering will change the value. We discuss the impact of checking memory values on bug detection capability in the evaluation. However, for simplicity, this check is not shown in the algorithm here.

Figure 3 shows the operations that need to be performed on each memory access in order
to detect conflicting accesses and provide information for re-order checks. The algorithm uses read/write history tables to keep a thread ID (TID) and a timestamp for the most recent read and write to each memory location. This information needs to be kept at the smallest granularity that can be shared among threads; in theory, each byte. The algorithm can detect conflicting memory accesses using the thread IDs and access types (read/write) of the previous and current accesses to each location.

Upon detecting conflicting accesses, the algorithm calls the `check_reorder()` function along with information on the two accesses, in order to check if they can be re-ordered under the happens-before constraints. To aid this check, each thread maintains a local clock that increments on each synchronization operation, either acquire or release, within the thread. This clock is recorded on each memory access as a timestamp to indicate when the previous access to each location happened. This clock is one of the thread vector clocks (`ThreadVClk[TID][TID]`) that we discuss in the following subsection.

Rather than being comprehensive, our algorithm only detects conflicts with the most recent read and write to each memory location. Traditional vector clocks typically keep track of the most recent read and write from each thread to each location [6, 27, 23]. However, a recent study showed that keeping one write per location instead of a vector of writes from each thread is sufficient to provide a comprehensive coverage for data races [7]. We take this optimization approach even further by keeping only one write and one read per location. In practice, we found that detecting conflicts with the most recent read and write is sufficient to detect almost all concurrency bugs or even injected races (see Section 5).

3.3 Checks for Memory Access Reordering

Once a conflicting memory access pair is detected, the algorithm checks if the accesses can be re-ordered within the imposed happens-before constraints. For this purpose, our algorithms use vector clocks [6]. For a parallel program with N threads, each thread maintains a vector clock with N elements. `ThreadVClk[i][i]` represents Thread i’s local clock that is incremented on each synchronization operation within that thread. Conceptually, other elements in a vector clock encode the ordering constraint between two threads. For example, `ThreadVClk[i][j]` indicates the earliest that the current memory access from Thread i can be moved to in terms of Thread j’s local time. If the vector clocks are properly maintained, one can check if the current memory access from Thread i can be reordered before a previous access from Thread j simply by comparing Thread i’s vector clock value `ThreadVClk[i][j]` with the timestamp of the previous access.

3.3.1 Race Detection (Race-Opt)

Conflicting accesses represent a data race if they can be re-ordered while maintaining the happens-before relationships among all synchronization operations. In this case, maintaining vector clocks is straightforward because every synchronization operation adds a re-ordering constraint in the same way. Figure 4 shows the algorithm. To encode the ordering constraints from each synchronization operation, the algorithm maintains a vector clock for each synchronization object (object VC) in addition to thread vector clocks (thread VCs). On a release operation, the object VC is updated with the vector clock for the thread that performs the release (take the later timestamp for each element). The object VC represents the earliest that the following release operation can
Figure 4: An algorithm to determine if two memory accesses represent a data race.

**detect_shared(TID, Addr, Type, TimeStamp)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meta-data:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. ThreadVClock[TID1][TID2]: A vector clock per thread. (N elements for a program with N threads).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. ObjVClock[SyncObj][TID]: A vector clock per synchronization object.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Functions:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functions:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>allUpdate_release(TID, SyncObj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. For each element in the vector clock, ThreadVClock[TID][i] = MAX(ThreadVClock[TID][i], ObjVClock[SyncObj][i]).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

all_check_reorder(TID, PrevTID, PrevTimeStamp)

1. Check if the memory accesses can be re-ordered:
   - If ThreadVClock[TID][PrevTID] ≤ PrevTimeStamp, report a data race.

Figure 5: An algorithm to determine if two memory accesses represent an uncontrolled critical section.

**detect_shared(TID, Addr, Type, TimeStamp)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meta-data:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. ThreadVClock[TID1][TID2]: A vector clock for each thread.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. MutexObjVClock[SyncObj][TID]: A set of vector clocks (one per thread) for each mutex object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. CSList[TID]: A list of critical section(s) that a thread is currently in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. DetectionList[TID]: A list of potentially buggy memory access pairs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Changes to**
detect_shared(TID, Addr, Type, TimeStamp):

1. Include CSList[TID] in read_table() and write_table();
   - (a) Store (TID, TimeStamp, CSList[TID]) in each memory access.
   - (b) Use PrevCSList from the table when calling check_reorder().
2. Call raw_update_raw() when a Read-After-Write is detected.
   - WrCSList in CSList from the write_table().

**Functions:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functions:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>raw_update_acquire(TID, SyncObj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. If (type(SyncObj) == MutexSyncObj), for each i, update the vector clock: MutexObjVClock[SyncObj][WrTID][i] = MAX(MutexObjVClock[SyncObj][WrTID][i], ThreadVClock[RdTID][i]).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functions:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>raw_update_release(TID, SyncObj)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. If (type(SyncObj) == MutexSyncObj), for each i, update the vector clock: MutexObjVClock[SyncObj][TID][i] = MAX(MutexObjVClock[SyncObj][TID][i], ThreadVClock[TID][i]).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

happen in each thread’s local time. On an acquire operation, a thread VC is updated with the corresponding object VC.

### 3.3.2 Race+UCS

Figure 5 shows how the vector clocks can be managed for the Race+UCS scheme. For the ordering synchronization, the algorithm is identical to Race-Opt because both enforce the same happens-before constraints. However, for the mutex synchronization, the Race+UCS algorithm is more complex because an ordering between two critical sections is maintained only when there
exists a read-after-write dependency. For this purpose, the algorithm adds additional structures to selectively update object vector clocks, detect a RAW dependency between critical sections, and delay a detection.

In the Race+UCS algorithm, a vector clock needs to be propagated from one thread to another through a mutex object only for a subset of release-acquire pairs. In order to support such a behavior, our algorithm keeps multiple vector clocks for each mutex object one from each thread, \((\text{MutexObjVClk}[\text{SyncObj}][\text{TID1}][\text{TID2}])\). On a release operation, a thread updates its own mutex object vector clock. In this way, a thread can inherit the correct vector clock from the critical section with a RAW dependency even when it is not the most recent release operation for the mutex object.

To detect a RAW dependency between two critical sections, the algorithm keeps track of which critical sections that each thread is currently in (\(\text{CSList}[\text{TID}]\)) and was in for memory operations recorded in the read/write history tables. Upon detecting a RAW dependency between two memory accesses, the lists allow the algorithm to check (in \(\text{raw-update-raw()}\)) if the two accesses are both inside critical sections that are protected by the same mutex object. If so, the thread vector clock is updated with the corresponding mutex vector clock. This dynamic approach introduces delays in both propagating vector clocks and reporting a bug because the dependency between critical sections is not known at the beginning of a critical section. Therefore, when a potential bug is detected within a critical section, the bug is recorded in a list (\(\text{DetectionList}\)) and the report is delayed till the end of the critical section when an updated thread vector clock is available.

The computation complexity of the Race+UCS algorithm is comparable to that of Race-Opt because the only major difference is in a constant overhead of accessing \(\text{CSList}\). Our Pin-based implementations also show comparable performance for both algorithms, and confirm this observation. The main overheads of Race+UCS compared to Race-Opt comes from the storage for mutex object vector clocks. Race-Opt requires \(N_{\text{mutex}} \times N_{\text{thread}} \times B_{\text{ts}}\) where \(N_{\text{mutex}}\) is the number of mutex objects, \(N_{\text{thread}}\) is the number of threads, and \(B_{\text{ts}}\) is the size of a timestamp. On the other hand, Race+UCS requires \(N_{\text{mutex}} \times N_{\text{thread}} \times N_{\text{thread}} \times B_{\text{ts}}\), which grows much faster with the number of threads. However, we found that the storage overhead is reasonable under realistic parameters. For example, even with 100 threads and 1,000 mutex objects, the storage requirement is 20MB for 16-bit timestamps. We also believe that the algorithm can be further optimized as the mutex vector clocks are very sparsely utilized.

4 Architecture Support

This section describes the hardware support for an efficient realization of the proposed run-time detection schemes, enabling them to be applied to production systems.

4.1 Challenges

The main challenge in hardware support for concurrency bug detection lies in managing meta-data efficiently without significantly sacrificing scalability or detection coverage. A large amount of meta-data could result in large hardware structures or noticeable interference with regular program execution. On the other hand, reducing the amount of meta-data may limit the maximum number of threads that hardware can support or result in undetected bugs. In this context, traditional vector clocks \([27, 23]\) are particularly challenging to support in hardware because they require a vector
clock for each memory location, whose size increases linearly with the number of threads. Even if we keep scalar timestamps for most memory locations as in our schemes, the two timestamps and thread IDs per word (or byte) represent significant overheads (2.5x for 16-bit timestamps and 8-bit thread IDs).

In order to manage the overheads, previous proposals for happens-before data race detection in hardware store meta-data at a coarse granularity, often one or two for each cache block [23, 22]. Also, these designs integrate the meta-data into data caches, introducing additional storage for each cache block. Unfortunately, such integrated designs trade-off flexibility and accuracy for lower overheads. For example, ReEnact [23] can only support up to 4 threads and detect one conflicting access for each cache block. CORD [22] uses scalar timestamps in place of vector clocks, but can detect only about 70% of data races compared to vector clocks. Ideally, the hardware support should have low overheads while allowing fine-grained bookkeeping to maintain high accuracy and detection coverage.

4.2 Approach: Decoupled Bookkeeping

The architecture design in this section uses the intuition that most of bookkeeping for concurrency bug detection is only necessary for “shared” memory locations. For example, our algorithms use scalar timestamps and vector clocks only if conflicting accesses are detected. Here, we use the term “shared” to refer to locations with conflicting accesses. Moreover, such shared memory locations are a small fraction of the entire memory space, especially for a relatively small window where most conflicting accesses happen. In our study on PARSEC and SPLASH2 benchmarks, less than 1% of memory locations have conflicting accesses that happen less than 100,000 memory accesses apart. Therefore, keeping meta-data such as timestamps and vector clocks for all memory locations, even just for on-chip caches, is extremely wasteful. Instead, in our design, we decouple detection of conflicting accesses and the rest of bookkeeping so that most meta-data are stored only for memory locations with conflicting accesses.

4.3 Architecture Design

Figure 6 shows the high-level block diagram for our architecture with support for concurrency bug detection. In the figure, the blue blocks indicate the new hardware components that are common...
for both Race-Opt and Race+UCS, and the orange blocks show additional bookkeeping only for Race+UCS. The high-level architecture is virtually identical for both detection schemes except Race+UCS maintains additional state (in AHB) and performs more complex operations (see Section 3).

4.3.1 Extension for Shared Location Detection

Our architecture combines a simple cache tag and a coherence protocol to detect shared memory locations that were recently accessed by multiple threads, with at least one write. The rest of the bookkeeping is performed only for those locations that are marked as shared by this mechanism. More specifically, we augment each block in data caches with a 1-bit tag, which indicates whether the block is shared or not. This bit is cleared when a cache block is evicted or read from off-chip memory. The shared bit is set when a cache coherence event indicates that multiple cores access the same cache block with at least one write. For example, a request from a remote cache to have an exclusive copy when there exists a local copy indicates the block is shared. This tag bit follows the data on-chip; a dirty tag is written back to the lower level, and the tag is read with data on a cache miss. Effectively, this mechanism detects memory blocks that are shared within a window, while the block exists in multiple private (L1/L2) caches, and keeps this history while the block is on-chip.

We believe that the 1-bit tag is sufficient under the assumption that each core runs one thread with infrequent context switches or thread migrations. If not, the 1-bit tag may not detect locations that are shared by multiple threads on one core or incorrectly identify a block as shared when a single thread moves from one core to another. However, note that the inaccuracy can only lead to false negatives, but not false positives. To be more accurate, a thread ID can be added to the 1-bit tag in order to identify where each access comes from. The overhead will be still quite low even with the thread ID as only one ID needs to be maintained for a cache block.

4.3.2 Checker Module

A checker module for each core maintains per-thread state and performs most of the bookkeeping and checking operations. For the active thread on the core, the checker keeps a thread ID, a thread vector clock, and a list of current critical sections for Race+UCS. On a memory access from the core, the checker module uses the L1 data cache tag to determine if the access is to a “shared” block. If so, the checker records the access into the access history buffer (AHB), identifies for conflicting accesses, and checks if a re-ordering is possible. The checker module also coordinates with software layers through new instructions. For Race-Opt, the architecture provides two additional instructions to indicate a synchronization operation, one for acquire and the other for release. For Race+UCS, the architecture adds four instructions, distinguishing ordering and mutex synchronization operations. These instructions also convey the address of the synchronization object vector clock(s).

4.3.3 Access History Buffer (AHB)

The access history buffer (AHB) records information on the most recent read and write to a shared location that can be used to detect conflicting accesses and to check re-ordering. Essentially,
the AHB serves as the read and write history tables in our algorithms (see Section 3.2). On a shared memory access, the checker module records a thread ID and a timestamp into the AHB. For Race+UCS, the AHB also records up to four critical section IDs for each access.

As the AHB has a limited capacity, it works like a cache and only keeps the history of recently shared memory accesses. However, there is no backup hierarchy for the AHB. If an entry is evicted from an AHB, the information is simply thrown away. A miss to AHB creates a new entry. While this design implies that we cannot detect conflicting accesses with a long distance in between, our experimental results suggest that an AHB with 1024 entries, which correspond to 6-KB for Race-Opt and 14-KB for Race+UCS assuming 8-bit thread IDs and 16-bit timestamps, are sufficient for virtually all bugs tested.

We note that the AHB can store an access history per word because only accesses to shared memory locations are recorded. On the other hand, traditional designs that combine meta-data into the main cache often had to store information on a cache block granularity to keep overheads acceptable.

4.3.4 Vector Clocks

Our algorithms use two types of vector clocks: thread vector clocks and synchronization object vector clocks. For the thread vector clock, our architecture uses dedicated storage in each checker module for an active thread on the core. We found that the thread vector clocks need to be close to the checkers because they are used in each re-order check operation. The thread vector clock needs to be treated as a part of thread state and managed by an operating system on a context switch. On the other hand, vector clocks for synchronization objects are stored and accessed through the existing memory hierarchy. For each synchronization object, software allocates space for a vector clock in its memory space and passes the location using the new instructions that indicate synchronization operations.

Hardware counters have a limited number of bits. As a result, the clock that each thread uses to represent its local time may overflow after many synchronization events. Fortunately, our experiments show that synchronization operations are rather infrequent and the thread clocks only increment slowly. In fact, we did not see any overflow for PARSEC and SPLASH2 benchmarks even with 16-bit counters. Given that overflows are infrequent, our architecture handles them in a relatively slow but straightforward fashion instead of adding complex hardware. Upon detecting an overflow in its local clock, a checker raises an exception to an operating system, which in turn interrupts other cores that run other threads from the same program. Then, the operating system resets all timestamps and vector clocks to zero, and sets each thread’s local time to one to prevent any false positives. In order to allow an operating system to clear vector clocks for synchronization objects, an application allocates them in separate pages that are known to the operating system.

5 Evaluation

5.1 Evaluation Setup

Our infrastructure is built on the Pin binary instrumentation framework [15]. To evaluate the detection capabilities, our tool implements the bug detection algorithms by intercepting memory accesses and pthread calls. To evaluate the architectural support, we implemented a typical memory hierarchy with bookkeeping structures in a Pin tool, and also added a timing model with a
Table 1: Baseline architecture parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core</td>
<td>4 2-GHz in-order single-issue cores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caches L1 I/D (private): 32KB/32KB 4-ways 3 cycles latency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caches L2 (private): 256KB, 4-ways 15 cycles latency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caches L3 (shared): 8MB, 8-ways 40 cycles latency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoH. protocol</td>
<td>MSI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM</td>
<td>4GB 50ns Latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meta-data</td>
<td>8-bit thread/lock ID, 16-bit timestamp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHB</td>
<td>1024-entries, 1-way, 6KB (Race-Opt) / 14KB (Race+UCS)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Detection capabilities (A - Atomicity violation, O - Order violation, M - Multi-variable bug).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Race-VC SW Only</th>
<th>Race-Opt SW</th>
<th>Race-Opt HW</th>
<th>Race+UCS SW</th>
<th>Race+UCS HW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apache-A (Race)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MySQL-A (Race)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MySQL-A (Non-Race)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB1-A(MySQL) (Race)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB2-AM(MySQL) (Non-Race)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB3-A(Apache) (Race)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB4-A(MySQL) (Race)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB5-O(Mozilla) (Race)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB6-O(Mozilla) (Race)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB7-O(Mozilla) (Race)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB8-O(Mozilla) (Non-Race)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB9-O(MySQL) (Race)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB10-AM(Mozilla) (Race)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB11-AM(Mozilla) (Non-Race)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB12-AM(Mozilla) (Race)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB13-AM(Mozilla) (Race)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB14-A(MySQL) (Non-Race)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

processing core that runs 1 instruction per cycle, L1/L2/L3 caches, and a memory interface.

Table 1 summarizes the baseline architecture parameters. We model a multi-core processor with 4 cores, 64KB L1 and 256KB L2 private caches per core, and an 8MB shared L3 cache. We also model MSI cache coherence protocol. For the additional bookkeeping, we model the access history buffer (AHB) with an 8-bit thread ID and a 16-bit timestamp per access. For Race+UCS, the AHB also includes up to four 8-bit lock IDs per access to record critical sections. Each entry records one read and one write.

To evaluate the bug detection capability, we use two types of benchmarks, namely kernel bugs (KB) and real programs. The kernel bugs are created based on real-world application bugs (MySQL, Apache, and Mozilla) from previous studies [11, 10, 30]. The kernel bugs use 2 threads to reproduce the original bugs. We also use three concurrency bugs from two large real-world server applications (Apache and MySQL). We use 30 threads for Apache and 10 threads for MySQL, respectively. For a further study on coverage, we also perform random race injections to benchmarks from SPLASH2 [3] and PARSEC [1]. The race injection is performed by randomly selecting a lock/unlock pair and ignoring the pair for the entire program execution. The SPLASH2 and PARSEC benchmarks are run using 4 threads with the default input size for SPLASH2 benchmarks and simmedium input size for PARSEC.

5.2 Bug Detection Capability

We compare the bug detection capabilities of three schemes: Race-VC, Race-Opt, and Race+UCS. Race-VC represents a traditional vector clock scheme [6, 27] where a vector clock is kept for each
Table 3: Race injection study results. 50 races were randomly injected into the benchmarks to measure the detection capability. (P) - PARSEC, (S) - SPLASH2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Race-VC</th>
<th>Race-Opt/Race+UCS (SW)</th>
<th>Race-Opt (HW)</th>
<th>Race+UCS (HW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blackscholes (P)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodytrack (P)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluidanimate (P)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU (S)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean (S)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiosity (S)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radix (S)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swaptions (P)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water-nquare (S)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water-spacial (S)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>500/500</td>
<td>499/500</td>
<td>497/500</td>
<td>498/500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: The number of detections without a bug.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Race-VC (SW)</th>
<th>Race-Opt (SW)</th>
<th>Race-Opt (HW)</th>
<th>Race+UCS (SW)</th>
<th>Race+UCS (HW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apache</td>
<td>9 (2 benign)</td>
<td>9 (2 benign)</td>
<td>9 (2 benign)</td>
<td>9 (2 benign)</td>
<td>9 (2 benign)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

memory location. Race-Opt uses scalar timestamps for the most recent read/write instead.

5.2.1 Detection Coverage

Table 2 shows detection results for real-world bugs. The results show that both Race-Opt and Race-VC detect all data-race bugs, indicating scalar timestamps do not significantly affect detection coverage. More importantly, Race-UCS detects all bugs including 6 non-race bugs, showing the notion of uncontrolled critical sections is indeed effective in practice. While none of these schemes is explicitly designed for multi-variable bugs, the results show that at least some multi-variable bugs can be detected by checking non-determinism in a single variable. Note Race+UCS detects KB8 only when the bug manifests as discussed in Sections 2.4. Similarly, KB18 is detected only on certain program runs. This is because the bug involves a write and a read in two critical sections. Our scheme detects the bug when the write happens after the read, forming a WAR dependency, but cannot detect it in the opposite case that forms a RAW dependency.

In theory, Race-VC may be able to detect data races that Race-Opt cannot. This is because the full vector clock scheme keeps the most recent read/write from each thread whereas Race-Opt only keeps one read and one write to detect conflicting accesses. Also, hardware implementations rely on caches to detect shared locations and the AHB to keep recent accesses. Because both caches and the AHB have limited capacities, relevant information may be evicted, causing potential false negatives. However, results for both real-world bugs in Table 2 and injected races in Table 3 suggest that our proposed algorithms have a minimal impact on coverage in practice when compared to Race-VC. Previous studies [10, 14] also observed that real-world concurrency bugs typically manifest within a short window and involve two threads. This observation explains why keeping the most recent read and write rather than accesses from each thread is enough in most cases. This also explains why the hardware implementations show comparable detection coverage to the software implementations.
Figure 7: The impact of caches and AHB sizes on detection capabilities of Race-Opt. We injected 50 races to each configuration. We reduced L1, L2, L3 and AHB sizes to 1/2 and 1/4 of the baseline configurations (32KB, 256KB, 8MB, 1024-entries).

5.2.2 False Positive Study

Ideally, a bug detection scheme should only report real bugs. As shown in Table 4, our detection schemes, in both software and hardware implementations, report no false positive for SPLASH2, PARSEC, and MySQL without a bug. More importantly, Race+UCS has the exact same false positives as race detectors, Race-VC and Race-Opt, showing that uncontrolled critical sections do not introduce new false positives.

For Apache, our schemes detected 7 intended data races that change outputs and 2 benign races that do not impact outputs. Programmers may introduce an intended race in the program if the race does not affect the correctness. For example, many of the intended races in Apache are either introduced by accesses to the time logging variables or deadlock watchdog counters. The code comments indicate that programmers chose to allow errors in logs for better performance. The watchdog counters count the number of iterations to prevent deadlocks, and do not need to be accurate.

Two of the nine races in Apache are benign and do not affect the program output. Those two races happen during an initialization, where multiple threads initialize the same variables to the same value. The two benign races will not be detected if the memory values are checked.

5.2.3 Cache and AHB Size Analysis

The hardware-based scheme relies on caches and the AHB for bookkeeping. Therefore, the cache and AHB sizes directly affect the detection capability. The race injection study in Figure 7(a) shows the impact of reducing cache sizes on the detection coverage. Here, the L1, L2, and L3 caches are reduced to 1/2 and 1/4 of the baseline while keeping the AHB at the baseline size. As expected, the detection rate decreases as the cache sizes decrease. We also varied individual cache sizes (not shown) and found that both L2 and L3 cache sizes have comparable impacts. Similarly, Figure 7(b) shows the impact of reducing the AHB size. The coverage decreases as the AHB size decreases because smaller AHBs can keep history for less memory locations. The exact impact of reduced cache and AHB sizes, however, depends on application characteristics. For example, memory intensive benchmarks such as Fluidanimate are more sensitive than others. Overall, the experiments indicate that our scheme needs a private (L2) cache of 128-KB, the last level cache (L3) of 4-MB, and the AHB with 512 entries in order to provide good coverage (90% detection
Figure 8: Hardware performance study shows negligible overhead due to small number of additional vector clock (VC) accesses with respect to the data accesses. Numbers are normalized to baseline (i.e. no detection scheme) results.

5.3 Performance Overheads

Currently, both software implementations based on Race-Opt and Race+UCS incur 10-20X performance overhead compared to the native execution. The overhead includes the standard overhead from Pin. The current software implementations are not optimized, and we expect the overheads can be lower.

Figure 8(a) show the normalized execution time for the hardware-based detection schemes. The performance overheads are negligible on average. Even in the worst case, the overhead is 1.0% for Fluidanimate. Because the architecture mostly uses dedicated on-chip structures such as 1-bit cache tags and the AHB for bookkeeping, the only major source of performance overhead comes from accessing vector clocks for synchronization objects through the normal cache hierarchy. As shown in Figure 8(b), however, the number of vector clock accesses are negligible for both schemes when compared to the number of regular data accesses. For Race-Opt, the vector clocks only introduce 0.08% more accesses for Fluidanimate in the worst case, and 0.003% more on average. Hence, the overall performance impact due to additional vector clock accesses is negligible. While not shown here due to space constraints, the average L1 cache miss rate only increases 0.03% compared to the baseline rate for both detection schemes. In some cases, we found that the vector clock accesses may improve cache performance by changing access patterns. In Swaptions the L1 miss-rate is reduced by 0.1% with vector clock accesses.

In addition to vector clock accesses, counter overflows may introduce performance overheads by requiring timestamps and vector clocks to reset. However, we have never encountered any overflow during experiments. In the worst case in Fluidanimate, we found the maximum timestamp value of 47,832 after 287,748,471 memory accesses before the benchmark finishes. In all other benchmarks, the timestamp values never exceed 10,000 after the entire execution. Hence, we believe that the possible performance overhead introduced by timestamp overflows is negligible.
6 Related Work

6.0.1 Data Race Detection

At a high-level, data race detection techniques can be categorized into static and dynamic approaches. Static race detection schemes such as RacerX [5] use static analysis to detect possible data races. However, static approaches are generally conservative without run-time information, and usually require source code.

Dynamic data race detection techniques fall into two main classes, namely lockset based and happens-before relation based. The lockset approach such as Eraser [25] checks whether each shared variable is protected by at least one lock during the execution. The happens-before approach checks whether two memory accesses are explicitly synchronized [8]. There are many previous proposals that fall into this category, including RecPlay [24], Light64 [18], ReEnact [23], CORD [22], FastTrack [7] and others. In general, the happens-before approaches are more accurate than the lockset approaches but often have higher overheads. Researchers have also investigated hybrid approaches in order to reduce the overhead of happens-before algorithms while maintaining a low false positive rate [19, 4, 21].

The proposed bug detection techniques can be considered as an extension of the happens-before approach to detect bugs at run-time. However, unlike any previous data race detection schemes, we introduce the new notion of uncontrolled critical sections, which enables us to detect bugs beyond traditional data races. Also, our hardware architecture shows that the happens-before race detection approach as well as Race+UCS can be realized in hardware with minimal performance overheads and with minimal impact on coverage.

6.0.2 Concurrency Bug Detection (Beyond Data Races)

Recently, there have been significant efforts to detect concurrency bugs using symptoms beyond data races. One popular approach is to detect and/or tolerate bugs based on common program behaviors. For example, AVIO [11] and SVD [29] approximate intended atomic regions using common behaviors, Atom-Aid [14] tries to dynamically avoid atomicity violation bugs, MUVI [9] and ColorSafe [13] target to detect concurrency bugs that involve multiple variables, and Bugaboo [12] detect anomalies in communication graphs. Alternatively, researchers have also found that concurrency bugs can be identified from their consequences such as memory errors [32] or other failure patterns [31]. Traditionally, a program is often tested by running with many possible interleaving patterns and checking results [16, 20, 2]. This approach can detect any concurrency bug if a buggy interleaving is tried, yet can only test one case at a time.

This work presents a new approach to detect non-race bugs by extending the intuition behind data races to uncontrolled critical sections. This approach can be applied to programs without learning application-specific or bug-specific behaviors, and can often identify potential bugs before they happen at run-time. However, this technique is still empirical and there is no guarantee on bug detection coverage. In this sense, the proposed scheme complements an existing body of work in non-race bug detection.
6.0.3 Hardware-Based Race Detection

While many concurrency bug detection techniques can be enhanced with architecture support, this work is most closely related to happens-before race detection. In this context, ReEnact [23] provides hardware support for logical vector clocks [6] for cache lines. CORD [22] avoids the overheads of vector clocks by keeping four scalar timestamps per cache line, at the expense of smaller coverage. Both of these approaches integrated meta-data into each cache line, paying overheads on every cache line. Our work shows that decoupling of detecting shared memory locations and the rest of the bookkeeping can significantly reduce hardware and performance overheads with minimal impact on coverage. We also show that a combination of scalar timestamps and vector clocks help enable efficient implementations without sacrificing detection capabilities.

As an alternative to the happens-before approach, researchers have also presented simple hardware support for race detection relying on other heuristics. For example, HARD [33] uses locksets and SigRace [17] uses hash signatures from Bloom filters to detect possible data races. These approaches enable reasonable race detection capability with minimal hardware additions. However, generally they trade-off accuracy and coverage for the simplicity. In this work, we showed that accurate happens-before approaches can also be realized with relatively simple hardware support.

7 Conclusion

This paper introduces the notion of uncontrolled critical sections, which captures improperly coordinated critical sections, and presents a general bug detection approach that covers both data races and non-race bugs. This new approach can be realized by extending traditional happens-before race detection algorithms. Experimental results show that a broad range of concurrency bugs can be detected in this fashion without introducing false positives. In addition to the algorithms, we also show a decoupled architecture design can enable the happens-before detection schemes to be realized with minimal overheads and without sacrificing detection coverage, thus providing an attractive way to detect concurrency bugs.
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